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Kali Linux Web Penetration Testing Cookbook: Identify, exploit, and prevent web application vulnerabilities with Kali Linux 2018.x, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the most common web vulnerabilities and prevent them from becoming a threat to your site's security

	
		Key Features

		
			Familiarize yourself with the most common web vulnerabilities
	
			Conduct a preliminary assessment of attack surfaces and run exploits in your lab

...
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Identity Attack Vectors: Implementing an Effective Identity and Access Management SolutionApress, 2019

	
		Discover how poor identity and privilege management can be leveraged to compromise accounts and credentials within an organization. Learn how role-based identity assignments, entitlements, and auditing strategies can be implemented to mitigate the threats leveraging accounts and identities and how to manage compliance for regulatory...
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Network Performance and Security: Testing and Analyzing Using Open Source and Low-Cost ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Network Performance Security: Testing and Analyzing Using Open Source and Low-Cost Tools gives mid-level IT engineers the practical tips and tricks they need to use the best open source or low cost tools available to harden their IT infrastructure. The book details how to use the tools and how to interpret them. Network Performance...
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Implementing Database Security and Auditing: Includes Examples for Oracle, SQL Server, DB2 UDB, SybaseDigital Press, 2005
"Today, databases house our 'information crown jewels', but database security is one of the weakest areas of most information security programs. With this excellent book, Ben-Natan empowers you to close this database security gap and raise your database security bar!"   Bruce W. Moulton.  CISO/VP, Fidelity Investments (1995 - 2001)...
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The Web Application Hacker's Handbook: Finding and Exploiting Security FlawsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book is a practical guide to discovering and exploiting security flaws in web applications. By “web applications” we mean those that are accessed using a web browser to communicate with a web server. We examine a wide variety of different technologies, such as databases, file systems, and web services, but only in the context...
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The High-Velocity Edge: How Market Leaders Leverage Operational Excellence to Beat the CompetitionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Generate Better, Faster Results— Using Less Capital and Fewer Resources!


	“[The High-Velocity Edge] contains ideas that form the basis for structured continuous learning and improvement in every aspect of our lives. While this book is tailored to business leaders, it should be read by high school seniors,...
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Shellcoder's Programming UncoveredA-LIST Publishing, 2005
Some software isn't effective because it proves unable to prevent the propagation of worms, but this guide examines where security holes come from, how to discover them, how to protect systems, and how to do away with security holes altogether.

How hackers, viruses, and worms attack computers from the Internet and exploit security holes...
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Phishing ExposedSyngress Publishing, 2005
Phishing Exposed provides an in-depth, high-tech view from both sides of the phishing playing field. In this unprecedented book, world-renowned phishing expert Lance James exposes the technical and financial techniques used by international clandestine phishing gangs to steal billions of dollars every year. The book is filled with...
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Information Warfare: How to Survive Cyber AttacksMcGraw-Hill, 2001
"Computers don't attack computers, people do. With Erbschloe's capability taxonomy, we see that there are plenty of new adversaries out there with increasingly powerful cyberweapons and intentions. But most importantly, the greatest threat still comes from "trusted" insiders we so desperately need to, but perhaps shouldn't, trust...
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Agile IT Security Implementation MethodologyPackt Publishing, 2011

	Agile methodologies attack risk at its core. To identify risk early and often is the
	premise of agile security. Risk comes in many forms. Organizations face security
	threats every day. Risks are in the delivery and maintenance of the countermeasures.
	Agile IT Security focuses on the details of the steps in delivering and maintaining...
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Hacking: The Art of Exploitation, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2008
Hacking is the art of creative problem solving, whether that means finding an unconventional solution to a difficult problem or exploiting holes in sloppy programming. Many people call themselves hackers, but few have the strong technical foundation needed to really push the envelope.
  Rather than merely showing how to run existing exploits,...
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BackTrack 4: Assuring Security by Penetration TestingPackt Publishing, 2011

	BackTrack is a penetration testing and security auditing platform with advanced tools to identify, detect, and exploit any vulnerabilities uncovered in the target network environment. Applying appropriate testing methodology with defined business objectives and a scheduled test plan will result in robust penetration testing of your...
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